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CREATE YOUR OWN UNIQUE MOMENTS ...
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LIFE MADE COMFORTABLE

25 years of experience

Value for your guests or clients is that you create space for their
unique moments. Value for you is maximising the opportunity for
just this. Life made comfortable is our mission and what you get
– real seating comfort for your guests, and comfort for you
through minimal maintenance. Furniture from Cane-line gives
life quality and extends time.

Exclusive and large hotel chains, leading cruise lines and private
and public companies have chosen Cane-line already. In more
than 90 countries our furniture creates comfort for guests and
clients whether they are looking for peace, social life or attending
a business meeting. Our 25 years of experience and eye for
unique needs is your assurance to get it right, no matter which
space you want to create and wherever in the world it is.

Tailor made solutions

Maintenance- free

Every hotel, cruise or company has its own architectural expression and special needs. Respect for the individual preferences is
built into our simple and functional design. We act as a partner
for you and provide tailor made solutions which suit the physical
environment and optimally meet the needs of the guests.
Mix and match among our diverse collections provide flexible
arrangement options.

With spaces under the open sky, maintenance-free furniture
is an asset value in itself. The cushions in Cane-line’s Tex®collection do not shut the water out but lead it through so the
furniture is ready for use shortly after a downpour. From design
to materials selection all furniture is produced to live long. It
maximizes your business not spending time on maintenance.
The furniture works in all weather conditions all year.
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Strong and silent design

Solid business partner

Danish design is characterized by the simple and understated
expression which complements the architecture rather than
takes it over. The cool Nordic climate is our development
environment and inspiration for the furniture’s strong
constructions. Our outdoor collection is designed to withstand
frost and rain as well as strong sunlight. Shape follows function
in our silent and classic design, and all furniture is easy both to
move and store.

The classic design has the advantage that our collections live
long, and the furniture will not be out of production. We stock a
large range so you can easily replace or complement spaces with
new or more furniture. With our financial AAA+ rating you are
guaranteed continuity and stability in the cooperation.
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Designed by

Cane-Line Design Team

Drawn by

Daniel Strauss

Date

05-07-2011

csr- Long life embedded

Global sustainability

Consideration for environment and people is thought into every
part of our business from management to production and
concrete furniture. Innovative technology combined with high
quality and classic expression gives the furniture a long life cycle.
We and our suppliers have a global commitment to follow guidelines for working conditions and environmental considerations.
CSR is our sustained focus.

Our global acting has given us knowledge and respect for all
cultures. This insight we use when we assist with decorating
solutions. It has also given us a sense of responsibility that
goes far. International certifications from Bureau Veritas are
your guarantee that Cane-line is a sustainable business. We
have achieved the certification SA8000 for our consideration
for people and ISO14001 for environmental actions.

INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
Cane-line is certified by Bureau Veritas Certification SA8000/2008 and ISO14001/2004
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K A M E H A
G R A N D

www.kamehagrand.com

HOTEL KAMEHA GRAND - BONN - GERMANY
A 5-star hotel at the banks of the Rhine river with
190 standard rooms and 63 suites. Exclusive interior design by Marcel Wanders has created a truly
unique hotel.
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Cane-line supplied furniture for both interior and exterior areas
of the hotel. In the Kameha Dome our Savannah lounge groups
are to be found in a highly contemporary setting. With its elegant
curves and design it underlines the unique architecture of the
building and at the same time offers the customers a sublime
comfort.
In the large outdoor area in front of the river Rhine one will
find our woven Newport chair in the outdoor dining area.
A strong choice if comfort and stackability is highly appreciated.
An outdoor lounge zone is also present and here the iconic
Kingston Sunchair was chosen to provide optimal comfort
and signal relaxation.

We thank Deutsche Werkstätten for the Kameha Grand images
www.dwh.de
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www.sofitel.com

HOTEL sofitel - AGADIR - marocco
This unique and world recognized luxury hotel
designed by the French architect Didier Rey is embarked on an extraordinary wellness experience
in Morocco´s most beloved seaside city – Agadir.
A glorious thallassotheraphy center and spa
flooded with light and offering unparalled care
to unwind and enjoy the unique moments of life.
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Cane-line has supplied a wide range of the collection ranging
from the comfortable Hampsted dining chairs, Presley sunbeds,
Kingston and Belmont lounge furniture. The Cane-line collection
was chosen as the preferred outdoor furniture because of it´s
ability to adapt and support the architecture - celebrating
darkness and light in a masterful blend of modernity and
tradition.
Further the hotel celebrates nature and the virtues of the ocean
in combination with local rituals of traditional Hamman and the
richness of ocean water – in other words luxury, calmness and
comfortable living.
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www.stregisdoha.com

ST. REGIS - doha - qatar
At St. Regis Cane-line has supplied a wide range
of our assortment. A large number of Axminister
pavilions with Belmont lounge groups to provide
shaded areas near the large pool.
The Savannah Daybeds and Escape sunbeds to
provide an exclusive comfort while enjoying time
around the pool. On the beach Escape sunbeds are
also to be found for those guests whishing to spend
the day at the beach.
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When being in ones private Cabana suite, Flow lounge groups
and Escape sunbeds are to be found on the terrace to underline
the high level of comfort and style. Indoors is a dining set with
Pacific chairs and Share dining table placed elegantly together,
connecting the indoor interior with the outdoor exterior.
When the guests sit outside in the Sarab lounge, Cane-line’s
comfortable Hampsted chair and small Belmont side tables are
placed to support an unforgettable evening with cocktails and
snacks.
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www.dolomitengolf-suites.com

dolomitengolf suites - lavant - AUSTRIA
This 4-star hotel is located in the Austrian Dolomites – a stunning scenery with a Golf course
starting outside the hotel premises. In June 2012
a new expansion of 48 new rooms/ suites and a
new restaurant concept was opened to the public.
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For these new surroundings the hotel choose a wide selection of
Cane-line furniture. At the balconies you can find the Breeze
lounge chair and side table. In the outside dining area you can
relax in the Breeze dining chair and the matched Share
aluminium table. This solution offers highly comfortable chairs
with a contemporary style and easy-to-clean tables. For the pool
area the Rest sunbeds in white were chosen mainly due to their
contemporary look and practical Cane-line Tex® cushions, which
allow quick drying when exposed to wet conditions.
The outdoor lounge area has been furnished with our Shape
modular lounge sofa groups in Cane-line Tex®. This solution is
very flexible and can provide many seats for guests and thereby
maximizing the investment in the area.
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www.clariontrondheim.com

CLARION HOTEL & CONGRESS TRONDHEIM - TRONDHEIM - NORWAY
Clarion Hotel in Trondheim is one of Scandinavia's largest convention hotels, close to the harbour in central Trondheim. The spectacular hotel
has 400 rooms and 3000 m2 of conference area.
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Cane-line furniture is to be found in a large outdoor area around
the hotel, with both dining and lounge zones. For their dining
area the light and elegant Newport and Share tables were
chosen. For the lounge area the new stylish woven Diamond
lounge series, the iconic Kingston Sunchair in white and the
classic lounge set Chester are included.
Common for all furniture is the durable all-weather Cane-line
Tex® cushions with Quick-Dry-Foam®, that allow the furniture
to dry fast after a rain shower, thus maximizing the investment
in this large outdoor area. Further, the Cane-line Tex® cushions
are easy to clean and have a durable surface that is very
rub-resistant.
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www.thegeorge- hotel.de

THE GEORGE HOTEL - HAMBURG - GERMANY
”We choose Cane-line furniture because we were
thrilled with the airy look of the design and its
functionality. At the same time, their style and
colour appealed to us as they match so perfectly
with the dark and elegant colour scheme used
in the rest of The George Hotel.” says the hotel
management.
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The goal was to furnish the outside areas of the new and
elegant The George Hotel in the middle of Hamburg.
The different zones consistet of a fabulous 250 m2 rooftop
terrace overlooking the Alster lake, a secluded courtyard and
the outside terrace of the excellent Italian restaurant Da Caio.
The roof top was supplied with the modular lounge group
Belmont and the three-legged café chair Trinity, both in the
versatile mocca colour. The ground floor areas were held in
elegant black with a combination of Breeze lounge chairs,
Kingston Sunchairs and Chester lounge chairs.
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www.odensezoo.dk

odense zoo - odense - denmark
The Odense Zoo is one of Denmark’s most popular
tourist attractions. A modern Zoo that has renewed its facilities continuously the last years – latest
with a new area that also includes conference
facilities and café.
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For these facilities Cane-line has delivered Twist indoor dining
chair – a stylish and elegant chair that due to the open weaving
and comfortable rattan peel, provides extremely good comfort
when people are seated for more hours.
For the Safari coffee bar, the cool Curve dining chair in rattan fits
the Safari-theme brilliantly together with the practical – easy-toclean Share bar tables with glass tops.

www.cretapalace.com

GRECOTEL - Creta Palace - gREECE
Crete is famous for its Minoan Palaces. Inspired
by their labyrinth size and simple pleasures,
Creta Palace occupies an enchanting sandy beach
where the Mediterranean sea turtles ‘Carettacaretta’ have nested since antiquity.
In the heart of the Cretan Riviera, just minutes from the old-world
charm of Rethymno’s Venetian harbour, the Creta Palace is in
a class of its own. From the superbly renovated marbled foyer,
restaurants and court yards to the luxurious brand new guestrooms all equipped with Cane-line furniture, it represents - with
every detail - style, quality and prestige. Surrounded by an Eden
paradise, the main hotel building and three bungalow villages,
are throroughly tied together by a distingush choice of outdoor
furniture in matching natural and mocca brown colours in order
to create a silent, understated and comfortable feel to the
complete resort.

Zeus, the god of hospitality was born here and the resort and it´s
newly decorated guestrooms, bungalows suites & villas, where
Cane-line has been the preferred choise, live up to this tradition
to the largest possible degree – just relax enjoy and feel at home.
An amazing choice of accommodation from family village life
to sheer beachfront luxury. The resort’s timeless elegance is
reflected in the light-filled, brand new ultra-luxurious rooms and
suites in the main hotel with panoramic views of the sea. Lavish
family accommodation, bungalow suites and elegant villas with
private pools dot the luxuriant tropical gardens that surround
the hotel. You can even if requested enjoy a wonderfull private
evening dinner at the beach in our comfortable Cane-line
furniture.
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A SELECTION OF OUR REFERENCES
Americas:
Little Good Harbour, Barbados
Bel Jou Hotel, Castries, St. Lucia
Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas, USA
Restaurant Toscana Divino, Miami, USA
Hotel Casa de Mar, Sunzal Beach, El Salvador
Hilton Hotel & Conference Center, Port of Spain, Trinidad

Europe:
Hotel Eva, Faro, Portugal
Villa Pampilhosa Hotel, Pampilhosa de Serra, Portugal
Hotel Fortina, Sliema, Malta
Club La Santa, Lanzarote, Spain
Oasis Club, Turkey
Grecotel Creta Palace, Greece

Oceania:
Dunk Island Resort, Great Barrier Reef, Australia
Royal Exhibition Hotel, Sydney, Australia
Reef View Hotel, Hamilton Island, Australia
Moyyan House by the Sea, Santo, Vanuatu

Africa:
Royal Swazi Sun, Swaziland
Beverly Hills Hotel, Durban, South Africa
Hyatt Regency Oubaai Hotel, George, South Africa
Mövenpick Resort & Spa, Mauritius
Beachcomber Trou aux Biches, Mauritius
Sofitel Royal Bay, Agadir, Morocco

Europe:
Yasaragi Hasseludden, Saltsjö-Boo, Nacka, Sweden
Hotel Skansen, Bostad, Sweden
Pontus by the Sea, Stockholm, Sweden
Selma Spa+, Sunne, Sweden
Stenungsbaden Yacht Club, Stenungsund, Sweden
Clarion Hotel Brattøra, Trondheim, Norway
First Hotel Marina, Vedbæk, Denmark
Ruths Hotel, Skagen, Denmark
Odense Zoo, Odense, Denmark
Le Haut des Espinets, Vence, France
Hotel Moby Dick, Porto-Vecchio, France
The Carlton, Zürich Switzerland
Hotel & Resort Dolomittengolf, Lavant, Austria
Hotel Europäischer Hof, Germany
Gastwerk Hotel, Hamburg, Germany
The George-Hotel, Hamburg, Germany
Kameha Grand, Bonn, Germany
Steigenberger Hotel, Bad Pyrmont, Germany
Sandton Resort Bayerischer Wald, Bischofsmais, Germany
Hotel Okura, Amsterdam, Holland
Botigue Hotel Canal House Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Holland
Double Tree by Hilton Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Holland
City Hotel Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Holland
Pestana Carlton, Madeira, Portugal
The Royal Savoy, Madeira, Portugal
Café Coco Harley, Funchal, Portugal
Conrad Hotel, Algarve, Portugal

CANE-LINE A/S, RYNKEBYVEJ 245,
DK-5350 RYNKEBY (KERTEMINDE), DENMARK
WWW.CANE-LINE.COM / EMAIL INFO@CANE-LINE.COM
PHONE +45 66154560 / FAX +45 66154651

Others:
Hotel Kempinski, Amman, Jordan
Sharq Village, Doha, Qatar
St. Regis, Doha, Qatar
Grand Hyatt Hotel, Muscat, Oman
Mövenpick hotel, Aqaba Tala Bay, Jordan
Sheraton Hotel, Dubai Creek, U.A.E
Meridien Hotel, Bora Bora, French Polynesia
Hotel Taj Exotica, Goa, India
Hotel Taj fishermans Cove, Chennai, India
Hotel Taj Vivanta, Bangalore, India
Hotel Leelaventure, New Delhi, India
W Hotel, Taipei, China
Shahdag Winter & Summer Resort, Gusar, Azerbaijan
Cruise Lines:
Holland America Cruises
Seabourn Cruises
Silversea Cruises
Royal Caribbean Cruises
Celebrity Cruises
Windstar Cruises
P & O Cruises
Carnival Cruises

